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VR Games Privacy Policy
This privacy policy is designed to assist you with understanding how VR
games would collect, use and disclose the information you provide us when
accessing or using the website.
We may change this privacy policy in our sole discretion at any time. Any
revisions to this privacy policy will be posted on our website. It is your
obligation to periodically visit our website to review any changes that may
be made to this privacy policy. Your continued use of our website
constitutes your agreement to be bound by any such changes to this
privacy policy. If you do not agree with this privacy policy, you are not
authorized to use our website and your sole recourse is to not use our
website.
By providing us with your personal information, you also give consent to us
to collect, hold, use and disclose your personal information in accordance
with this privacy policy. If you choose to correspond further with us through
email or through the contact section of our website, we may retain, use and
disclose the content of your messages together with your email address
and our responses.
VR Games collects and saves only the personal data that is necessary for
the work and operations of VR Games. VR Games also promotes the
truthfulness and completeness of personal data, by encouraging users to
enter their data correctly and completely. VR Games relies on its users to
enter their personal data correctly and completely. In case of necessity, the
users have the right to edit, complement or erase their personal data saved
in their user accounts.
Personal data are not forwarded to a third party, except for the cases
where the platform user has agreed to this, the data is required for the
fulfillment of the mutual commitments between VR Games and user, or the
data transfer has been requested or otherwise permitted by the
corresponding normative acts or the legal rules and regulations.
VR Games processes the personal data of the users to ensure their
confidentiality and applies internal procedures and control methods to
prevent unauthorized use, access, disclosure, copying, editing, or
damaging of the personal data, while using all reasonable means to ensure
the safety, integrity, and privacy of the personal data.
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VR Games processes personal data fairly, in accordance with law, and
does not use personal data for purposes that do not correspond to the
goals for which VR Games has received personal data. The collected
personal data is processed by VR Games to complete orders, improve the
VR Games platform and online information accessibility, provide users with
information on VR Games operations and news, and provide support for
user payments and other services, etc.
VR Games has the right to collect data about the platform users, by using
cookies to improve the services available to the users. The non-acceptance
of cookies will not prevent the clients to use the website, but it can limit
their access to some features of the website.
The user has the right to edit personal data saved by VR Games. If the
user wishes to decline announcements or newsletters, want to delete
her/his personal data completely, or any queries on the use of personal
data, the user is free to contact VR Games by email at our authorized
contact email.
Our website may offer social sharing features, links to social media and
other integrated tools. Your use of such features enables the sharing of
information with your contacts or the public, depending on the settings you
use with the entity that provides the social sharing feature or social media.
Please visit the privacy policies of the entities that provide these features to
obtain more information about the purpose and scope of data collection
and the processing of the personal and other data by such entities.
This website may contain links to other third party websites that may collect
personal information about you, including through cookies or other
technologies. If you link to another website, you will leave this website and
this privacy policy will not apply to your use of and activity on those other
websites. You should consult these other websites' privacy policies as we
have no control over them and are not responsible for any information that
is submitted to or collected by these third parties.
VR Games is committed to uphold the privacy and integrity of the personal
data in the best possible ways.
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